


 

TECHNICAL RIDER 

OVER VIEW 

4 Vocals (All heard equally for Harmonies), 2 Guitars, (Both heard equally for Harmonies),  1 Bass, 

Standard Drumkit and 1 DI for Laptop/Samples. 

VOCALS 

All vocals need to be heard equally as there are a lot of 4 part  block harmonies, both FOH and in the 

monitoring. 

FX 
 a bit of reverb on all vocals but lots of reverb and some delay on the main vocals. 

GUITARS 

WCR use line6 PODS, which are fed into a mixer and power amp onstage and panned central, then 

fed to a 4 x 12 on each side of the stage, this enables both guitars to be heard onstage equally as the 

band are very active and move around a lot. 

For the FOH main mix, the Line6 PODS can be fed directly to the desk via XLR-XLR 

PLEASE ENSURE BOTH GUITARS CAN BE HEARD EQUALLY – LOTS OF GUITAR HARMONIES! 

BASS 

The Bass player uses either a Gallien Krueger or MPEG 800watt Bass Head (& cab if he’s using all his 

own gear) 

DRUMS 

A standard 5 piece PEARL EXPORT drum kit is used and generally 2 x crash & 1x ride. 

DI BOXES  

1 x DI Box is needed to connect a laptop on the drum riser, only a mono channel is needed but this 

channel needs to be played loud both FOH and in the Monitors. 

 

 

 



 

 

LIGHTING 

YES PLEASE (lol) WCR have no lighting cues except...... 

INTRO – Stage blacked out, when you hear the ACAPELA  -“HANGIN WITH THE BAD BOYS” then flick 

the switch ON please – lots of lights and colour please. 

The same for the song THE WAY which will be indicated to you on the set list which will be given to 

you before the show, as soon as the song before finishes please BLACKOUT whilst the playback rolls. 

Apart from that Just anything, lots of colour during songs if possible. 

 

NOTE TO SOUND TECH from WCR 

1, Please if you need anything just ask, we’re not afraid to turn down - 3 of us in the band are sound 

engineers too, so we know what a task you have set before you. 

2,  Hope you enjoy working with us and we’ll see you at the bar or in the dressing room at some 

point and we’ll buy you a drink! Thanks WCR. 

 

NOTE TO STAGE MANAGER 

1, Regarding smoke machines, some atmospheric smoke only please, a lot at the beginning of the 

show is fine but after that only use a very little please as too much affects the singers voice.  

2, Please shut off any fans or air conditioning on or near the stage, this is VERY IMPORTANT! 

3, Hope you enjoy working with us and we’ll see you at the bar or in the dressing room at some point 

and we’ll buy you a drink! Thanks WCR. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


